PRESS RELEASE
ON BSEC PARTICIPATION IN THE 2022 XXV JUBILEE ST. PETERSBURG ANNIVERSARY FORUM

The BSEC PERMIS Deputy Secretary General Dr. Sergei Goncharenko participated in the XXVth (Jubilee) edition of the St. Petersburg International Economic Forum which took place on 15-18 June 2022.

The main theme of the Forum was “New World – New Opportunities”, with particular attention given to issues related to the formation of a fundamentally new multipolar economic model.

The President of the Russian Federation H.E. Mr. Vladimir Putin addressed the Forum focusing mainly on the economic situation in the Russian Federation.

Thousands of participants from 130 countries were present in person or virtually, including Presidents of Kazakhstan, China, Egypt and Armenia, as well as other high-ranking officials, heads of parliaments, international organizations, ministers and representatives of local authorities.

During the Forum which aimed at establishing and promoting business contacts, Dr. Goncharenko participated in debates and engaged in networking on issues such as Global strategic planning; Electric power industry; Global oil and gas market; science and technology: integration of culture and economy; Partnerships in Eurasia.

On the sidelines of the Forum several other events were organized: Forum for SMEs international youth economic forum, Regional consultative forum, Creative business forum, Drug safety forum, St.-Petersburg International Economic Forum Junior Dialogue, Arctic territory forum dialogue etc.